CTP Revision items continue to be evaluated and will be posted after agreement by the DCI membership that the specific CTP Revision needs to modify the DCI Digital Cinema System Specification, Compliance Test Plan, Version 1.2. Suggested CTP Revision issues may be emailed to dci.info@dcimovies.com. Please include “CTP Revision” in the subject line.

**CURRENT CTP 1.2 TEXT**-Section 5.3.2.6-Procedure Step 4a:

"The DeviceCertID element shall also be present and shall contain the certificate thumbprint of the SM Certificate."

**REVISED CTP 1.2 TEXT**- Section 5.3.2.6-Procedure Step 4a:

"If the idtype attribute of the DeviceIdentifier element is equal to “DeviceUID”, the DeviceCertID element shall also be present and shall contain the certificate thumbprint of the SM Certificate."